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Abstract
Despite significant progress in the
development of Grid infrastructure, the
provisioning of a customized and controllable
remote execution environment remains an
open issue. This paper introduces the concept
of a virtual workspace, a configurable
execution environment that can be created
and managed as a first-class entity to reflect
client requirements. Such workspaces can be
dynamically deployed on a variety of
resources decoupling the notion of
environment and resource. We show how
virtual workspaces fit into the Grid
architecture,
present
an
example
implementation using virtual machines, and
discuss our initial experiences using this
system in practice and with applications.
1. Introduction
While significant progress has been achieved
with the deployment of Grid-based
applications, the preparation of a remote
execution environment remains an issue. One
of the reasons is that while Grids offer access
to diverse software environments, an
application typically requires a very specific,
customized environment. As a consequence
of variations in operating system, middleware
versions, library environments, and file
system layouts a user’s application may in
practice be able to use only a small fraction of
the resources potentially available on the
Grid. The second issue is then need to provide
reliable isolation and dynamic, fine-grain
control of share resources to ensure
enforcement of policies and thus provide
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incentive for wider sharing. The development
of Grid protocols provides uniform ways to
manage Grid entities that could represent
such environments. It now remains to find
ways to describe represent and implement
them.
Despite significant progress in the
development of Grid infrastructure, the
provisioning of a customized and controllable
remote execution environment remains an
open issue. This paper introduces the concept
of a virtual workspace, a configurable
execution environment that can be created
and managed as a first-class entity to reflect
client requirements. Such workspaces can be
dynamically deployed on a variety of
resources decoupling the notion of
environment and resource. We show how
virtual workspaces fit into the Grid
architecture,
present
an
example
implementation using virtual machines, and
discuss our initial experiences using this
system in practice and with applications. In
this paper, we present the concept of a virtual
workspace, which allows a Grid client to
define an environment in terms of its
requirements (such as resource requirements
or software configuration), manage it, and
then deploy the environment in the Grid.
Workspaces defined in this way can be
implemented in a variety of ways such as for
example dynamically creating Unix accounts
and using system as well as software
configuration tools to enforce the required
properties. Here, we focus on a particularly
promising
implementation
of
virtual
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workspaces: virtual machines (VMs). The use
of virtual machines in Grid computing has
been proposed before. In addition to
outstanding isolation properties, VMs can
provide fine-grained enforcement; and by
their very nature—virtualization of the
underlying
hardware—they
enable
instantiation of a new, independently
configured guest environment on a host
resource. They can be rapidly suspended and
their state serialized, and thus easily migrated
to remote resources. Moreover, as a result of
recent progress in virtual machine
technology, these advantages no longer come
at a performance cost to either the application
or the hosting resource: systems such as Xen
demonstrate that they can be used with little
or no performance degradation. In the rest of
the paper, we describe how virtual
workspaces fit into the Grid architecture,
present a prototype of this architecture based
on the Globus Toolkit (GT) and experiment
with two workspace implementations using
Xen and the VMware Workstation. We
describe our initial experiences with
integrating VMs into the Grid infrastructure,
and we present preliminary results of testing
our prototype system with a bioinformatics
application suite.

provide a required execution environment.
Thus, jobs can be mapped to workspaces, and
workspaces can be mapped to actual
resources in the Grid.

2. Virtual Workspaces
Interactions in present-day Grids focus on
mapping jobs to resources, often with the
assumption that an execution environment
with suitable configuration and enforcement
characteristics will be provided by means
independent of the Grid infrastructure.
Although such an assumption is true for
closely knit groups of Grid users, it is not
justified when applications or users with
drastically different requirements and rights
are trying to use the same resources.
Recognizing this fact, we define the concept
of a virtual workspace that can be
automatically deployed on resources and
© Copyright – IJST 2011

A virtual workspace (VW) is a definition of
an execution environment in terms of its
hardware
requirements,
software
configuration, isolation properties, and other
salient characteristics. The intent of defining a
workspace is to capture the requirements for
an execution environment in the Grid and
then use automated tools in order to find,
configure, and provide an environment best
matching those requirements. We could, for
example, use agreement-based tools to
negotiate contracts defining workspaces and
the use of actual resources and then negotiate
a binding between them following the models
described in. Depending on the requirements,
such contracts could be fulfilled by simply
dynamically creating and configuring user
accounts as in, by using pre-configured
virtual machines or other sandboxing and
virtualization technologies.
A. Virtual Workspace Descriptions
To describe workspaces, we use an XML
Schema, which captures generic properties of
every workspace, as well as properties subject
to specific workspace definition or workspace
implementation-specific properties. The XML
example below shows a description of a
workspace. It contains the workspace
category type that describes what mechanisms
are used to create the workspace: we currently
support implementations based on different
types of virtual machines and dynamic
accounts. Currently, the implementation type
is used to define the isolation model as well
as provide a clue to services processing the
workspaces to provide implementationspecific processing. Workspace state can be
one of running (a workspace deployed on a
resource), shutdown (for example, a ―cold‖
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VM image containing no running processes),
paused (for example, a ―hot‖ VM image), and
corrupted (a workspace that cannot be
deployed because of internal inconsistencies).
In addition, the generic part of workspace
description contains a reference that can be
used to check the status of the workspace.
The reference embeds information about the
workspace owner’s distinguished name. Other
properties contained in the generic part of the
schema include three time-related elements:
creation Time, lifecycle, and last Modified.
Creation Time records the time when the
workspace was first instantiated. Lifecycle
indicates how long the workspace is available
for use. Last- Modified keeps the information
about when the properties of the workspace
were modified last. Further definition
contains a description of different workspace
aspects, such as required hardware,
networking configuration, required software
installations and workspace capability.
Description of the ―virtual resource‖ that
represents the hardware requirements of the
execution environment contains elements
such as the RAM size, disk size, disk type,
and accessing mode, as well as devices such
as virtual CDROM drives. A network
specification contains the description of a
network connection and how to establish it
(such as the method to obtain an IP address).
Software Descriptions contain information
about the operating system (e.g., kernel
version, distribution type), library signature,
and programs installed. Workspace capability
describes what can be done with the
workspace: for example, a workspace may be
configured to run a program on startup or
have some programs (in particular, hosting
Programs) already running and be able to
service requests on specific ports.

open the largest possible set of mappings of
workspaces to real resources. The schemas
are extensible to reflect the capabilities of
different implementations. For example, we
use a VM-based workspace category type,
extended from the generic category type, to
describe the category information of a
workspace
implemented
with
virtual
machines. Besides the inherited category
name, it contains extra properties such as the
type of virtual machine monitor (VMM),
which are specific for VM-based workspaces
only. Based on the descriptions defined in the
schema, workspaces can be selected, cloned,
or refined. Cloning a workspace, for example,
involves creating a new name (as encoded
within the reference element), a new resource
and copying the description metadata.

Wherever applicable, workspace properties
are described as a set of possible values (e.g.,
RAM size with min and max requirements)
rather than one value. The intent is to leave
© Copyright – IJST 2011

B. Virtual Workspaces as Virtual
Machines
We have surveyed candidate technologies for
workspace implementations and identified
two especially promising ones: configurable
dynamic accounts and virtual machines.
Although dynamic accounts present an
interesting implementation option (especially
when used with enforcement tools such as
quota and software configuration tools such
as Pacman), we pursue this work elsewhere.
Our focus in this paper is on a virtual machine
implementation of workspaces in view of
their outstanding isolation and serialization
properties. A virtual machine provides a
virtualization of the underlying physical host
machine. Software running on the host, called
virtual machine monitor (VMM) or hyper
visor, is responsible for supporting the
perception of multiple isolated machines by
intercepting and emulating privileged
instructions issued by the guest machines.
AVMM typically also provides an interface
allowing a client to start, pause or stop
multiple guests. A VM representation
contains a full image of a VM’s RAM, disk,
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and other devices, allowing its state to be
fully serialized, preserved, and restored at a
later date. Recent exploration of Para
virtualization techniques has led to substantial
performance improvements in virtualization
technologies, making virtual machines an
attractive option for Grid computing. The
serialization properties of VMs create the
potential for effortless configuration of
execution environments (for example,
allowing a user to configure VMs with
software required by a given community and
clone them). Their isolation from the host
machine provides a way of running a different
configuration from that of the VM host and
allows guest VMs and resource owners to
take

Client
request
inspect and manage
deploy & suspend
Create
VW Manager
Resource
start program
VW
VW ID VW Factory
VW Repository
VW
Figure 1: Grid Interactions with Virtual
Workspaces

advantage of enhanced security properties of
VMs. Further, those abilities combined
provide potential for migration. For these
reasons, VMs provide an excellent
implementation option for workspaces: the
configuration of a VM image can reflect a
workspace’s software requirements while the
VMM can ensure the enforcement of
hardware properties.
3. Integrating Virtual Workspaces into the
Grid Architecture
Virtual workspaces refine the execution
environment layer in Grid architecture: rather
than mapping jobs directly onto hardware
resources as in, we map jobs to preconfigured
workspaces which can then be mapped to
Grid resources. Since a workspace may exist
beyond its deployment, and may be in fact
deployed many times on different resources
during its lifetime, we introduce two new
services: VW Repository which provides a
management interface to workspaces, and
VW Manager which orchestrates their
deployment. The figure below illustrates how
workspaces
work
within
the
Grid
infrastructure:
© Copyright – IJST 2011

A. Grid Interactions
In order to create a workspace instance, a
Grid client contacts the VW Factory with a
workspace description presented in Section
2.A. A negotiation process may take place to
ensure that the workspace is created in a
policy controlled way. The newly created
workspace is registered with a VW
Repository, which provides a Grid service
interface allowing for inspection and
management of workspaces and keeps track
of resources implementing workspaces such
as virtual machine images. As a result of
creation the client is returned a WSRF endpoint reference (EPR) to the workspace. We
leverage the abstraction of a Grid service
resource
to
enable
inspection
and
management of properties such as termination
time. To deploy a VW on a specific resource,
a client contacts a VW Manager Grid service
on that resource and presents it the
workspace’s EPR. The VW Manager allows a
client to deploy/undeploy, start/stop, and (in
our VM-based implementation) also pause
/unpause workspaces. Deploying a workspace
simply means staging all components of the
workspace (such as a VM image) to the
resource so that they are available to the VW
Manager on that resource. Currently,
―checking out‖ workspace from the repository
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puts a lock on them, since their state might
change during use. Similarly, ―undeploy‖
releases the hold on workspace resources and
the corresponding lock. After the workspaces
are staged, they can be started (i.e., become
available for computation). Once a VW
becomes ready for execution, a program can
be started by using Grid infrastructure
mechanisms
(e.g.,
Globus
Resource
Allocation Manager, or GRAM) or by using
other methods such as preconfigured program
startup or a continuation of a previous
execution. The VW Manager can also stop,
pause (―freeze‖ an ongoing computation), or
undeploy a stopped or paused workspace
(stage it back to the repository for example).
In a complete picture of interactions, a
community
broker
would
negotiate
reservations or agreements for the use of
specific resource allocations on a resource.
The workspace agreements would be matched
against those allocations and create binding
agreements allowing the deployment of a
specific workspace on a selected resource
much as described in SNAP. Such agreements
could then be renegotiated and the
workspaces migrated, as need arises.

and we assume one repository per site. New
workspaces are created by cloning existing
images
configured
with
the
same
requirements and stored in the repository
image pool, as in. Each workspace is
configured with a certificate and a private key
to authenticate itself to clients. At this stage,
we do not support negotiation for workspace
creation; a workspace request is either
accepted or rejected based on existing
policies. The VW Manager interfaces with
VMM running on a particular resource to
implement to stage/unstage, start/stop, and
pause/unpause operations: in Xen via an
HTTP control interface and on VMware
Workstation via GUI scripting. To stage a
workspace, the VW Manager transfers the
workspace data (including description
metadata and the implementation-specific
image) from the VM Repository to the host
node by using GridFTP. Once the workspace
data transfer is complete, the VW Manager
waits for the client to start the workspace,
which includes creating a workspace
resource, loading the VM image into
memory, and booting the VM. At boot time
the VM may initiate preconfigured operations
such as obtaining its network address and
starting programs (including the GT hosting
environment). Once this step is completed, a
VM can advertise the hosted Grid services
such as GRAM for clients to invoke.
Although in the current prototype we do not
address the issue of ensuring privacy and
integrity of workspace representations (VM
images), we do support standard Grid
authentication and authorization mechanisms.
Running workspaces and Grid clients
mutually authenticate by using the Grid
Security
Infrastructure
GSI.
Our
infrastructure also accepts VOMS certificates
and is capable of extracting VOMS attributes
for authorization. Authorization of workspace
creation, deployment, and management is
configured via access control lists based on
the distinguished name and attributes of Grid

B. Implementation
Our current prototype uses both Xen (version
2.01) and VMware (Workstation, version 4.5)
VMs to implement virtual workspaces. The
workspaces use IP addresses from a prereserved pool for networking. The Grid
services and infrastructure described above
were implemented by using GT4 (alpha
version 3.9.4). In order to be capable of
deploying workspaces of a specific type, a
host machine has to run a virtual machine
monitor of that type as well as the VW
Manager Service. At this point we assume
that no VM image will leave the trusted
environment of a specific site; that is, we do
not yet introduce mechanisms to protect
integrity and privacy of images themselves,
© Copyright – IJST 2011
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4. Experiences with Virtual Workspaces
The performance impact of virtual machines
on applications has been shown to be small
(typically under 5% of slowdown) for
different application classes. In our
preliminary evaluation, we explored the
performance impact of different ways of
using VMs as part of Grid infrastructure. We
also conducted a preliminary evaluation of
VM usage with applications. To explore the
best ways of using VMs within the Grid
infrastructure, we timed the process of
starting up a workspace and running a
program in it on a remote node in different
startup configurations. We repeated those
experiments for both of our workspace
implementations
(Xen
and
VMware
Workstation) and compared them with the
time of job startup through a call to GT4
GRAM. In all the experiments we assume
that the necessary data had already been
staged to the node (i.e., the executable and
input data for GRAM and a VM image in the
case of workspace deployment). All
experiments were run on a dual 2.2 GHz
Xeon server configured to run single- CPU
guest VMs. The same VM image
configuration (Debian Sarge) was used for
both Xen and VMware, and the same test
application was used for all experiments.
Time was measured on the server side only,
by using wall clock time.

Figure 2: Xen-based VWs versus job invocation using
GRAM

Figure 2(a) shows time elapsed from the
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till the end of the job: as per GRAM default
the job is run in a user account. Figures 2 (bc) show the combined time of deploying a
workspace implemented as a Xen VM and
starting a job in it under two different
scenarios. In 2(b) we take advantage of the
serialization property of VMs: we prepare a
―hot image‖ (a paused image) with a hosting
environment already started up. A call to
GRAM is placed as soon as the environment
is available. In 2(c), instead of configuring the
workspace to start up a GT4 hosting
environment, we start the job directly. Unless
the VM is partially configured at boot time,
this scenario could also be optimized by
pausing a booted VM. For comparison, we
also ran a similar test on VMware
Workstation, which is hard to time given its
non-programmatic,
opaque
interface
(VMware ESX/GSX tools provide more
efficient and direct interfaces). The results are
summarized in Figure 3; a significant amount
of time is spent in a controller adapter to the
Workstation version.

Figure 3: VM deployment time using VMware
workstation

Our preliminary experiments show that a Xen
VM could be effective for a range of
configurations with addition to job
deployment time that can easily be absorbed
by latency in the Grid environment. Startup
costs of deploying a VM image are
comparable to starting a job; the trade-off is
that while GRAM implements a flexible job
deployment strategy the VM is already preconfigured with the job to be started. On the
other hand, the advantages gained by using
VMs are significant. Deploying hot images
ready to process requests offers the fastest
solution (note that this method could be used
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to eliminate application initialization time as
well). However, this may not always be
possible; in such cases using a VM
preconfigured to start a specific job is also an
efficient alternative (currently no credential is
delegated to such a job; the startup is based
on authorization of the client that submits the
VM). To obtain a preliminary assessment of
the usefulness of this infrastructure to Grid
applications, we experimented with the
EMBOSS
suite
for
bioinformatics
applications. The most important effect was
facilitating deployment: while the EMBOSS
installation took roughly 45 minutes, starting
a preconfigured VMware Workstation
workspace took on average 6 minutes and 23
seconds (including staging), and the process
itself eliminated installation errors (as per our
results above, Xen could be used for even
better
results).
Another
noticeable
consequence was a more flexible use of
resources, especially in a heterogeneous
resource environment: we no longer had to
require a homogenous resource base. While
the determination is application specific, our
results suggest there are situations where
using
virtual
machine
workspace
implementations would not be useful. Jobs
that require 100% resource utilization do not
require specific environments, or that each
run for less time than the time required to
stage, boot or unpause a virtual machine
would not be good candidates for the
infrastructure.

one of their potential implementations.
Further, recognizing that a workspace may be
deployed many times we distinguish between
workspace creation and its deployment
introducing a different architecture for its
support. Attempts to capture requirements of
an execution environment to some extent and
automate their deployment have also been
made before: for example, the virtual
appliance project uses virtual machines
configured based on descriptions in a
configuration language to ease administrative
burden, and the Cluster on Demand (COD)
project allows a user to choose from a
database of configurations to configure a
partition of a cluster. We differ from these
projects by our focus on Grid computing and
technology-independent approach. Finally,
the Xenoserver project is building an
infrastructure for wide-area distributed
computing based on virtual machines similar
to our long-term goals. Here, we differ by
building within the established framework of
Grid computing rather than providing new
infrastructure.

5. Related Work
Due to its potential, the use of virtual
machines in Grid computing is attracting
increasing attention. The In-Vigo project
made substantial progress in this direction
while the Virtuoso and VIOLIN projects
explored networking issues arising from use
of VMs in this setting. Our approach differs
in that it focuses on technology-neutral virtual
workspaces, using virtual machines as only
© Copyright – IJST 2011

6. Conclusions and Future Work
We have described the abstraction of a virtual
workspace, a customizable execution
environment capable of being deployed on a
variety of platforms in the Grid. Workspaces
are defined in terms of client requirements,
such as software and hardware requirements,
and are implemented in terms of technologies
providing an isolated execution environment,
quality of service at the granularity of a
workspace (as opposed to a single process),
customized software installation, and, in the
case of VMs, execution serialization and
migration. We showed how workspaces can
be integrated into the existing Grid
infrastructure. The integration entails
relatively small changes, but introduces
substantial flexibility of use. The use of Grid
protocols allows us to fully leverage this
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flexibility and create, deploy, and shut down
workspaces dynamically based on policydriven provisioning decisions. By virtue of
their properties, workspaces are a promising
vehicle for implementing policy-driven Grid
usage. To evaluate the feasibility of our
workspace implementations, we compared the
performance of GT4 GRAM, a widely used
job startup service for Grid applications, to
the process of starting up workspaces
implemented as virtual machines in a variety
of scenarios. In conjunction with the small
performance impact on applications, our
results show workspaces to be a promising
abstraction for Grid computing. In addition,
our experiments identified a number of job
startup scenarios relevant in the workspace
context, showing how they may be used in
practice. Preliminary application evaluation
of workspaces also proved satisfactory and
fully realized our expectations for more
flexible resource usage. More work is needed
in order to fully assess the usefulness of these
ideas. In the short term, we will focus on the
privacy and integrity of migrating
workspaces. Workspace distribution (delivery
to host) can require transferring images of a
few gigabytes; this task can be handled by
using the presence of an image on a node as a
matching criterion as proposed in or by
transferring only partial images as in. In
addition to performance impact on individual
applications, we are considering scalability
issues that can be addressed by either using a
lighter-weight workspace implementation
such as or mapping groups of jobs to one
workspace.
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